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the advertising bypass data was changed by PUBGMobile on February 16, 2019, 04:24 PM #1 AKA Y.L.A.S Bypass Data have been changed PUBGMobile hi uc, I found bypass data were changed in pubgm I this tutorial, you need apk no root firewall search in Google it bypassing has already been tested in all devices
roots, I have not tested in tgb maybe, you can check it is not dispensed, it is not dispensed, This bypass notification data has been changed only if you use hacks/cheat/change memory in-game tips and trick: - Can you use this menthod with hacks/cheat carry your friend or yor team click rank pubgm - if you get banned
from the simple, can you make a guest account unlimited account, how to create an unlimited guest account? if you get banned open folder root &gt; device &gt; data &gt; data &gt; com.tencent.ig &gt; app_bugtrace &gt; and open file in the folder app_bugtrace, and edit imei or you can change with apk imei changer and
again root &gt; device &gt; data &gt; data &gt; com.tencent.ig &gt; shared_prefs &gt; device_id.xml &gt; edit uuid tutorial : Code: List TCP/UDP PUBGM Global List Block InGame , Allow Login &amp; Lobby 119.28.123.49:17500 49.51.42.99:8086 List Block Permanent 23.221.78.91:80 23.42.166.11:80
114.125.83.241:80 119.28.123.95:8080 119.28.123.95:8085 119.28.109.187:8086 119.28.109.187:8088 119.28.183.16:443 119.28.109.89:443 49.51.42.201:8085 49.51.235.24:17500 101.226.103.110:80 119.28.184.206:35000 104.93.208.30:80 182.254.116.117:80 119.28.229.113:18081 185.151.204.7:443
157.240.7.20:443 178.162.219.163:443 101.226.103.110:10012 157.240.13.14:443 140.207.69.43:10012 185.151.204.9:443 203.205.151.106:443 49.51.42.152:443 203.205.138.240:80 203.205.219.228:443 119.28.164.219:80 119.28.164.222:80 185.151.204.13:443 185.151.204.14:443 203.205.211.75:8080
203.205.211.75:443 203.205.146.122:14000 117.135.169.46:443 101.226.103.110:443 104.93.208.30:443 157.240.24.20:443 203.205.146.122:80 203.205.211.75:14000 178.162.219.152:443 178.162.216.179:443 203.205.146.122:8080 203.205.211.75:80 178.162.216.180:443 114.125.83.234:80
178.162.216.177:443 178.162.216.178:443 119.28.164.220:80 203.205.158.40:80 203.205.138.243:80 203.205.158.48:80 203.205.138.244:80 203.205.138.242:80 203.205.158.43:80 182.254.10.42:10012 185.151.204.12:443 182.254.10.42:80 117.135.169.46:80 185.151.204.15:443 185.151.204.6:443
104.93.100.15:80 178.162.219.154:443 119.28.123.49:80 119.28.123.49:443 119.28.123.49:8080 119.28.123.49:8085 119.28.123.49:8086 119.28.123.49:10012 119.28.123.49:14000 119.28.123.49:18081 119.28.123.49:35000 185.151.204.11:443 23.195.240.79:443 23.219.132.103:80 23.56.29.151:443
23.56.29.151:80 178.162.219.153:443 185.151.204.8:443 172.217.194.132:443 157.240.25.20:443 203.205.142.155:80 74.125.24.132:443 192.229.237.96:80 203.205.142.154:80 203.205.146.122:443 117.18.237.70:80 23.57.113.156:443 172.217.27.33:443 23.195.240.79:80 104.93.100.15:443 104.93.127.236:80
172.217.160.1:443 87.240.182.232:443 23.37.160.244:443 95.142.206.5:443 87.240.137.144:443 87.240.137.144:443 172.217.24.97:443 23.198.12.76:80 23.198.12.76:443 216.58.221.65:443 74.125.130.132:443 211.152.128.72:443 74.125.200.132:443 151.101.8.159:80 172.217.26.65:443 54.193.49.77:443
52.9.111.213:443 119.28.164.223:80 54.183.85.57:443 52.8.242.137:443 52.9.200.173:443 54.193.41.240:443 54.241.175.54:443 203.205.151.193:8081 203.205.146.45:80 203.205.151.14:443 203.205.138.241:80 203.205.128.159:443 13.57.77.238:443 203.205.158.41:80 50.18.197.23:443 54.183.158.187:443
52.52.240.97:443 58.247.214.32:11443 203.205.128.130:80 203.205.158.62:80 119.28.183.210:443 140.207.54.57:80 203.205.158.63:80 13.56.219.150:443 203.205.158.60:80 54.183.254.220:443 54.183.61.55:443 52.8.217.206:443 52.8.164.100:443 54.67.103.135:443 52.52.159.97:443 52.8.65.145:443
50.18.217.98:443 52.52.224.18:443 50.18.32.157:443 52.8.102.249:443 54.241.200.132:443 52.8.160.80:443 13.57.96.119:443 203.205.158.61:80 223.167.86.33:3013 203.205.128.159:80 52.9.100.225:443 54.67.7.139:443 54.67.5.92:443 203.205.128.159:10012 54.67.113.87:443 54.219.155.55:443
54.219.160.194:443 54.241.40.234:443 54.67.104.81:443 54.67.44.189:443 54.219.149.235:443 54.219.147.222:443 54.215.128.143:443 54.215.136.41:443 13.57.72.208:443 13.57.169.27:443 13.56.134.7:443 13.56.64.20:443 54.67.82.82:443 54.215.178.136:443 203.205.142.207:8080 54.219.146.147:443
203.205.151.193:8080 54.215.132.170:443 54.215.174.122:443 54.215.171.186:443 54.193.42.208:443 54.193.84.96:443 54.215.154.246:443 54.215.161.229:443 54.193.95.189:443 54.183.95.73:443 120.204.10.204:3013 183.36.108.31:8080 54.215.207.160:443 54.215.201.94:443 54.219.231.106:443
54.219.4.29:443 54.219.161.224:443 54.219.53.176:443 54.215.201.73:443 54.176.188.121:443 52.9.78.222:443 54.183.134.230:443 54.183.177.71:443 52.9.83.156:443 54.241.137.80:443 54.183.64.194:443 54.183.47.207:443 52.52.208.240:443 183.36.108.26:8081 183.57.48.33:8081 140.207.119.101:8080
54.183.44.206:443 54.183.37.197:443 54.183.229.183:443 203.205.138.46:443 203.205.146.14:80 54.67.127.101:443 54.219.233.4:443 54.67.4.155:443 13.56.245.243:443 54.241.135.105:443 54.215.219.77:443 54.241.138.157:443 52.9.11.148:443 52.8.143.33:443 54.215.199.132:443 203.205.142.207:8081
119.28.183.16:443 52.9.235.86:443 52.8.40.170:443 184.169.220.10:443 52.8.180.14:443 13.56.53.3:443 119.28.109.60:8089 __________________ Kimiwa dare deska ? Discord ylascyberz-2182 Last edited by danielrumasondi; February 17, 2019 at 12:27 p.m. Reason: Added something to danielrumasondi's offline
ad blockers - creating paywalls and destroying free content since 2006 Gm seek to provide all of our services for free and not interrupt your visit with intrusive advertising or restrictions - to support us by disabling your ad blocker or white list of our site. Ad blockers - creating paid walls and destroying free content since
2006 We strive to provide all our services for free and do not interrupt your visit by intrusive advertising or - support us by disabling your ad blocker or or our website. February 16, 2019, 05:56 #2 n00bie need an IP in costum filter one by one? mejoh is offline February 16, 2019, 06:04 #3 n00bie Thank you!! Did you know
the escapee detection bypass for bluestack @danielrumasondi vveb is offline February 16, 2019, 06:10pm #4 AKA Y.L.A.S quote: Originally published vveb Thank you!! Did you know the bypass detection emulator for bluestack @danielrumasondi it's already blocked by the IP port detection emulator, but you need a clear
file/folder in the root folder of the device? Discord ylascyberz-2182 danielrumasondi is offline February 16, 2019, 06:14 PM #5 Junior member Are you sure it still works? I have doubts because this method is posted on YouTube By Aviansky offline february 16, 2019, 06:19 PM #6 AKA Y.L.A.S quote: Originally written by
Aviansky Are you sure it still works? I have doubts because this method posted on YouTube this method that I first found, I just want to share only Kimiwa dare deska ? Discord ylascyberz-2182 danielrumasondi is offline February 17, 2019, 01:15am #7 n00bie quote: Originally published danielrumasondi this method I
first found, I just want to share just SHARE and DETECTED BY U R NOT FIRST WHO FOUND THIS Fattdin is offline February 17, 2019, 02:56 AM #8 AKA Y.L.A.S quote: Originally published fattdin share - DETECTED BY U R NOT WHO FOUND IT I just sharing - DETECTED BY U NO WHO FOUND IT I don't care?
Discord ylascyberz-2182 danielrumasondi is offline february 17, 2019, 04:08 am #9 n00bie anyone checked is the data been changed? lion2012 is offline February 17, 2019, 05:02 #10 senior member of Phoenix os virtion?? can I do the same with tgb?? The latest edited by nbhowmik3; February 17, 2019, 5:05 a.m.
Reason: the addition of nbhowmik3 is offline February 17, 2019, 01:06 PM #11 n00bie safely so far using this method)) iqromslow is offline February 17, 2019, 06:21 PM #12 n00bie Thanks for sharing we can block these ips in the hosts file without a firewall noRooror? Dzed is offline February 17, 2019, 06:57 p.m. #13
1. Is it essentially to ban acocunt and paly with it, even if it is banned? 2. If the answer is yes aboverdo do you need to do it every time, so is it temporary or once you do it will you will unban your account? spang is offline on February 18, 2019, 02:19 PM #14 1337 H4x0!2 bro why share in YouTube lol is wil get fixed or
spammed to death BTW thanks to a lot of testing it now whoami23 is offline February 18, 2019, 03:02 PM #15 n00bie quote: Originally published danielrumasondi I don't care, I just don't care, I just don't care There is a thief behind the telegram-stealing video T.me/pubgcheaters Fattdin is offline February 18, 2019, 03:23
PM #16 n00bie @danielrumasondi you can download the data folder app, so we don't have to add all addresses manually dreameater18 offline february 19, 2019, 10:06am #17 Super H4x0r I think its useless because if if relog the game and you get a ban notif last edited by aljawari12; February 19, 2019 at 10:10 a.m.
aljawari12 is offline February 20, 2019, 03:13 PM #18 AKA Y.L.A.S quote: Originally published aljawari12 I think it's useless because if you rewrite the game and you get a ban notif I'm already saying please read the top first, before your comment? Discord ylascyberz-2182 danielrumasondi is offline February 20, 2019,



05:27 PM #19 1337 H4x0!2 quote: Originally published aljawari12 I think its useless because if you re-reflog the game and you get a ban notififg pubm does? any files or something to send there servers? it works once, but some time after the chicken dinner it is banned on relogin so far I am ignorant about it. whoami23
is offline february 23, 2019, 11:33am #20 n00bie I think it can be fixed 3650 days ban vveb offline ad blockers - creating paywalls and destroying free content from 2006 gm. We strive to provide all of our services for free and not to interrupt your visit with intrusive advertising or restrictions - to support us by disabling your
ad blocker or white list of our site. Ad blockers - creating paywalls and destroying free content since 2006. Previous Thread Next Thread All times GMT. It's 8:10 a.m. Am. bypass apk for pubg mobile uc hack
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